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NMR observables contain valuable information about the protein dynamics sampling a high-dimensional
potential energy surface. Depending on the observable, the dynamics is sensitive to different time-win-
dows. Scalar coupling constants h3JNC0 reflect the pico- to nanosecond motions associated with the inter-
molecular hydrogen bond network. Including an explicit H-bond in the molecular mechanics with proton
transfer (MMPT) potential allows us to reproduce experimentally determined h3JNC0 couplings to within
0.02 Hz at best for ubiquitin and protein G. This is based on taking account of the chemically changing
environment by grouping the H-bonds into up to seven classes. However, grouping them into two classes
already reduces the RMSD between computed and observed h3JNC0 couplings by almost 50%. Thus, using
ensemble-averaged data with two classes of H-bonds leads to substantially improved scalar couplings
from simulations with accurate force fields.

� 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Proteins are highly dynamical systems. Experimentally, nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) is one of the methods of choice to dem-
onstrate and quantify this. Data from NMR experiments – including
spin relaxation data, scalar and residual dipolar coupling constants
– contain valuable information about the intermolecular interac-
tions in complex systems. However, using this information in a pro-
ductive fashion in guiding and improving force fields has been
limited due to the considerable conformational averaging that is re-
quired to obtain converged results. The – potentially beneficial and
useful – interplay between the complementary nature of NMR
experiments and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations has been
realized from the early days of atomistic simulations for both, fast
(relaxation) and slow (chemical exchange) processes, to which
NMR is sensitive [1,2]. However, the development of novel experi-
mental observables (scalar and residual dipolar couplings) and the
advent of powerful computer architectures lead the two techniques
to go hand-in-hand and to cross-fertilize. Over the past few years a
number of reports have appeared which highlight this [3–9].

Of particular interest is the fact that NMR data is sensitive to the
structural and conformational dynamics of proteins. This informa-
tion is usually not utilized in current force field development. A
primary reason for this is the fact that the already time-consuming
and cumbersome fitting process is further complicated by taking
ensemble-averaged data into account [10].

Plenty of efforts are devoted to use MD simulations to analyze,
reproduce and predict NMR measurements. For this purpose for-
ll rights reserved.

).
mulas and algorithms, such as the Lipari–Szabo model-free formal-
ism [11,12], have been developed. The reliability of such an
approach is based on the fact that NMR is a time-domain method
and the assumption that MD simulations can provide a representa-
tive ensemble on which the NMR measurements are taken. On the
other hand, force fields are a core quantity for MD simulations and
their accuracy needs to be continuously improved. Common force
fields, and their parameter sets, are mainly developed by inverting
experimental data or by fitting to ab initio calculations of model
systems. Such a methodology dominates force field development
for decades and remains very successful, for example the recent
development of CMAP [13] is based on fitting to LMP2/cc-pVQZ//
MP2/6–31G⁄ calculations of the alanine, glycine, and proline
dipeptides.

With easier access to extensive compilations of protein NMR
experimental data, force fields can be further improved. Actually,
NMR data are already utilized to evaluate, scrutinize and compare
molecular mechanics force fields [14,15]. In these studies, certain
NMR observables in specific proteins are calculated from MD tra-
jectories generated with different existing force fields and the cor-
relations between computed and measured results are compared.
Such an approach provides insightful information on the quality
of force fields, but usually fails to provide direct suggestions for
further force field optimization. Besides, when different kinds of
heterogeneous NMR data are used in such assessment of force
fields, the results are sometimes contradicting since a particular
force field and its parametrization might be good for a certain
NMR data but unsuccessful in predicting others.

One example of the recent available NMR observables are scalar
couplings across hydrogen bonds ðh3JNC0 Þ determined by spin-echo
difference techniques and E.Cosy experiments [16–19]. h3JNC0
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couplings are directly sensitive to orbital overlap between the NH-
and OH-groups and provide a direct measure of N–H � � � O = C hydro-
gen bonds in proteins [20]. Barfield correlated the magnitudes with
hydrogen bonding geometries [3] and several studies show that
ensemble averaging based on MD simulations is essential for realis-
tic coupling calculations [5,6]. h3JNC0 couplings have a typical range of
about �0.2 to �1.0 Hz and the measurement errors are below
0.01 Hz [19,21]. However, scalar couplings across hydrogen bonds
are known to be difficult to determine computationally. The RMSDs
are typically larger than 0.1 Hz and the correlation coefficients r2 are
usually below 0.5 [5,8,14]. The reliability of computation for h3JNC0 is
sometimes so low that the accuracy of experimental measurements
of particular couplings is questioned by theoreticians [14].

In a recent computational study the NH–OC bond was described
by an explicit 3-dimensional interaction potential (molecular
mechanics with proton transfer – MMPT [22,23]) as opposed to elec-
trostatic and nonbonded interactions [8]. The rationale for this was
that explicit coordinate-dependent potentials provide more control
over details in the intermolecular interactions than a superposition
of (isotropic) monopolar and van der Waals interactions do. MMPT
has demonstrated to provide a conformational ensemble which al-
lows to accurately calculating h3J NC0 across hydrogen bonds in a
set of six proteins with different folds [8]. The study was based on
an average treatment of H-bonds in proteins which means that the
same parametrization of the MMPT potential is used for all hydrogen
bonds in a given protein. However, hydrogen bonds in different
chemical environments exhibit different strength and features.
Thus, describing them with environment-specific parametrizations
is a possibility for improvement [6], which will be pursued here. In
particular, we address three specific questions in this contribution:
first, by allowing for different parametrizations of the H-bonds (i.e.
classifying H-bonds into different groups), what is the best agree-
ment with experimentally determined values that can be achieved?
Second, is it possible to reduce this ‘‘maximal model’’ to one with the
fewest number of classes. And third, is it possible to find a quantity
which can be determined a priori from structural information and
allows one to classify H-bonds into such classes? The latter point
is of considerable and general importance for predictive instead of
postdictive calculations of h3JNC0 . However, for improving force fields
answers to questions 1 and 2 above are already of much interest
whereas point 3 is important if one wishes to predict scalar coupling
constants ab initio.

Here, we present force field refinements based on explicit MD
simulations using scalar couplings across hydrogen bonds. The
MD simulations are based on the MMPT force field and the corre-
lation between calculated and experimental h3JNC0 couplings is
notably enhanced. Root mean square deviations of scalar couplings
between experiment and simulation of 0.07 Hz or better are ob-
tained for both ubiquitin and protein G. Furthermore, we establish
a new approach to relate NMR observables and MD simulations. In-
stead of assessing force fields with NMR data, we directly optimize
the force fields.
2. Methods

2.1. Molecular dynamics simulations

All simulations were carried out with the Charmm program [24]
and provisions for MMPT [23]. The setup of proteins and simula-
tion protocols are those from previous work [8]. Briefly, ubiquitin
(1ubq [25], (a) in Fig. 1) and the B1 domain of protein G (2qmt
[26], (b) in Fig. 1) were solvated in pre-equilibrated water boxes
of suitable sizes and periodic boundary conditions were applied.
The system sizes are 16897 atoms for ubiquitin and 10323 for
protein G. The systems were first heated to 300 K and then equili-
brated for 105 time steps, using the standard CHARMM force field
[27]. Next, the interaction potential was switched to MMPT/MD
(see below) with different H-bond partitions (see below) and morp-
hing parameters, the systems were equilibrated for another 104 time
steps before free dynamics simulations were carried out. Since the
MD simulations are the most time-consuming step in the fitting cy-
cles, the length of NVE simulations is limited to 100 ps. The conver-
gence of RMSDs between calculated and experimental couplings
from 100 ps MD trajectories is already good for MMPT/MD simula-
tions (see Figure S3 in Ref. [8]). Simulations with MMPT parameters
with relatively low RMSDs between calculated and experimental
h3JNC0 couplings are further extended to 500 ps to establish conver-
gence. The time step in all simulations is Dt = 0.2 fs.

2.2. Intermolecular interactions

The interactions within the hydrogen bonding motifs N–H � � � O
are described by the MMPT potential. A detailed account of MMPT
has been given in Ref. [23]. Briefly, MMPT uses parametrized three-
dimensional potential energy surfaces (PESs) fitted to high level ab
initio calculations (MP2/6-311++G (d,p)) to describe the interac-
tions within a general DH–A motif where D is the donor, H is the
hydrogen and A is the acceptor atom. Together with a standard
force field – here, CHARMM [27] is used – specific rules control
how bonded interactions on the donor and acceptor side are
switched on and off depending on the position of the transferring
H-atom (DH–A or D–HA). The MMPT potential V(R,q,h) is parame-
trized as a double-Morse function [8,23]:

VðR;q; hÞ ¼ Deq;1ðRÞ 1� expð�b1ðRÞðq� qeq;1ðRÞÞÞ
h i2

þ Deq;2ðRÞ½1� expð�b2ðRÞðqeq;2ðRÞ � qÞÞ�2 � cðRÞ þ kh2

ð1Þ

where R is the distance between the donor and acceptor,
q = (r � rmin)/(R � 2rmin) is the relative position of H for a particular
value of R, r is the D–H distance, rmin = 0.8 Å is in principle arbitrary
but should be sufficiently small to cover the shortest D–A separa-
tions, and h is the angle between unit vectors ~R and ~q. The depen-
dence of Deq,1, b1, qeq,1, Deq,2, b2, qeq,2 and c on the internal
coordinate R is given by

Deq;1ðRÞ ¼ p1ð1� expð�p2ðR� p3ÞÞÞ
2 þ p4

b1ðRÞ ¼ p5=ð1� expð�p6ðR� p7ÞÞÞ
qeq;1ðRÞ ¼ p8ð1� expð�p9ðR� p10ÞÞÞ

2 þ p11

Deq;2ðRÞ ¼ p12ð1� expð�p13ðR� p14ÞÞÞ
2 þ p15

b2ðRÞ ¼ p16=ð1� expð�p17ðR� p18ÞÞÞ
qeq;2ðRÞ ¼ p19ð1� expð�p20ðR� p21ÞÞÞ

2 þ p22

cðRÞ ¼ p23ð1� expð�p24ðR� p25ÞÞÞ
2 þ p26

ð2Þ

The MMPT potentials are parametrized for prototype systems (zer-
oth-order potential) and subsequently ‘‘morphed’’ to topologically
similar, but energetically different hydrogen bonding patterns
[28,29]. Morphing can be a simple coordinate scaling or a more gen-
eral coordinate transformation depending on whether the purpose
of the study and the experimental data justify such a more elabo-
rate approach. Here, the asymmetric PES for NHþ4 � � �OH2 is the zer-
oth-order potential V(0) and morphed as follows to describe the N–
H � � � O = C motif in proteins

VðR;q; hÞ ¼ V ð0ÞðRþ r;q� d; hÞ ð3Þ

i.e., the minimum of the PES is shifted from {R0 = 2.71 Å,q0 =
0.23,h0 = 0�} to {R0 = R0 + r,q0 = q0 � d,h0 = 0�}. Other morphing
strategies such as energy scaling (V = kV(0) where k is the morphing



Fig. 1. Ubiquitin (panels a, c) and protein G (panels b, d). In (a) and (b), H-bonds are highlighted by CPK atoms and yellow or black lines, which corresponds to the partition
into two H-bond groups which yields RMSDs of 0.07 Hz. (See text for details) The 3D structures (a) and (b) are projected into 2D schemes (c) and (d), in which the secondary
structures are shown. H-bonds are marked by arrows pointing from donor to acceptor residues, and numbered with red or blue for the discrimination of two H-bond groups
as above. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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parameter) have also been tested, but do not improve the correlation
between calculated and experimental h3JNC0 couplings (data not
shown), and they are not used in this work. Since there is a one-to-
one correspondence between morphing parameters {r,d} and PES
minima {R0,q0}, only one set – {R0,q0} – will be reported in the follow-
ing. This is also to be consistent with our previous study which found
that the optimized morphing parameters {R0,q0} lead to H-bond
geometries in remarkable agreement with a statistical analysis of
52 high-resolution protein structures [30], and larger R0 and smaller
q0 correspond to stronger and more directional hydrogen bonds,
respectively [8].

2.3. Force field optimization

It is known that scalar coupling constants can be calculated from the
H-bond geometry (see below) and are therefore sensitive to the param-
etrization of the force field [6,8,14]. In the present case this amounts to
a dependence of h3JNC0 on morphing parameters {R0,q0}. The general
problem is, however, that calculation of an expectation value of h3JNC0

which can be compared with experimental data requires conforma-
tional sampling. Therefore, for every parameter set individual MD sim-
ulations have to be run. This leads to a procedure which can be
automated by using a dedicated fitting environment. For this purpose,
an interface [10] between CHARMM [24] and I-NoLLS [31] is used to fit
the morphing parameters {R0,q0}. User supervision of the fitting pro-
cess is allowed within this interface, which provides control to main-
tain parameter values physically meaningful and makes the fitting
of parameters for MD simulations more efficient.

Because each H-bonded motif is embedded in a slightly differ-
ent chemical environment provided by the amino acids surround-
ing the motif, it is expected that the shape of the proton transfer
potential is somewhat altered. This is reflected by different morp-
hing parameters {R0,q0} which leads to a potentially large number
of parameters and therefore to a high-dimensional fit. The aim is,
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however, to determine the smallest necessary number of different
H-bonded groups required to reliably determine scalar coupling
constants h3JNC0 .

In the following, hydrogen bonds are partitioned into groups to
be described by different MMPT potentials. This amounts to intro-
ducing ‘‘meta-atom types’’ in the sense that we ask for (a) the min-
imal number of parametrized H-bonding motifs necessary and (b)
the actual parameters describing a specific type of H-bonding mo-
tif. This can be compared with coarse-grained potentials from pro-
tein structures which also determine effective interactions
between different atom types. The same logic is used in deriving
models for coarse-grain simulations [32–34] or knowledge-based
protein structure prediction [30].

To generate a new H-bond partitioning from an existing one,
three schemes are used: splitting, clustering and shuffling. For
splitting, we calculate the deviations between the computed and
experimental h3JNC0 couplings in one H-bond group, and divide it
into (up to) three groups according to whether the deviation
DJ ¼ h3Jcalc

NC0 � h3Jexp
NC0 for a particular H-bond is positive, negative or

negligible (jDJj < 0.01 Hz). The number of H-bond groups is in-
creased by splitting while it can be also decreased by clustering,
in which H-bond groups with close MMPT parameters (generally
DR0 < 0.03 Å and D q0 < 0.02) are collected. Finally, those H-bonds
with large deviations (for example, those with jDJj > 0.1 Hz) can
be selected and placed into another group, and this process to gen-
erate new H-bond partitions is named shuffling.

These three schemes are manually chosen during parametrization
processes in the current study. It should be noted that the time-limiting
factor is the MD simulation itself, whereas parameter selection and
decisions concerning splitting, clustering and shuffling are rapid and
should be done manually for the current purpose. However, given that
these decisions can be cast in a quantitative fashion, the entire process
could be potentially automated if fitting of a larger data set should be
attempted. For each H-bond partitioning (i.e. assigning a particular
H-bond to a particular group characterized by morphing parameters
{R0,q0}), morphing parameters are optimized by fitting to experimental
scalar couplings using the CHARMM-INoLLS interface [10], with the
aim to lower the RMSD between h3Jcalc

NC0 and h3Jexp
NC0 as much as possible

(see Table 3). In general about five fitting cycles are attempted,
which might not be sufficient to establish full convergence. How-
ever, the RMSDs and corresponding parameters we obtained and re-
ported can be considered to be an upper-limit estimate for the
lowest RMSD possible for a particular H-bond partition.

To analyze the scalar coupling constants, snapshots were taken
every 0.02 ps from the NVE trajectories. The hydrogen bond coordi-
nates were extracted from these snapshots and Eq. (4) was evalu-
ated to calculate h3JNC0 [3,6]:

h3JNC0 ¼ ð�360HzÞ expð�3:2rHO0 Þ cos2 h1 ð4Þ

where rHO0 is the distance between the hydrogen and the acceptor
atom and h1 is the H � � � O = C0 angle. The computed scalar couplings
are then averaged along the MD trajectory. The quality of the sim-
ulations was assessed by comparing root mean square deviations
(RMSDs) between calculated and experimental h3JNC0 couplings:

RMSD ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
N

XN

i¼1

Jcalc
i � Jexp

i

� �2

vuut ð5Þ
Table 1
Summary of morphing parameters and RMSDs calculated by MMPT/MD simulations
with separate treatment of H-bonds in different secondary structural elements.

a-Helix {Ra,qa} b-Sheet {Rb,qb} Loop {Rloop,qloop}

Ubiquitin {2.929,0.148} {2.923,0.160} {2.932,0.142}
Protein G {2.991,0.157} {2.951,0.147}
3. Results

3.1. Secondary structure as indicator for grouping

Considering the two proteins, ubiquitin and protein G, it is
tempting to group H-bonding motifs depending on the secondary
structural element in which they appear, i.e., helices, b-sheets, or
loops. This would allow to directly infer a partitioning from struc-
ture alone and provide one possible and generic way to improve
simulations based on a well defined procedure. This was pursued
in an earlier attempt to better reproduce the h3JNC0 couplings by
scaling partial atomic charges in the H-bond motifs in MD simula-
tions with the standard CHARMM force field [6]. It has been found
that increased polarity of the hydrogen bond improves the correla-
tion between computed and experimentally measured h3JNC0 cou-
plings, and H-bonds in different secondary structures are better
represented by different magnitudes of electrostatic interactions
which are directly related to the partial charges on the H-bonding
motif.

A similar procedure was attempted with MMPT. The 29 back-
bone hydrogen bonds in ubiquitin are partitioned into three
groups, according to their secondary structure being a-helix (10
H-bonds), b-sheet (15 H-bond) and loop region (4 H-bonds). The
32 hydrogen bonds in protein G are partitioned into two groups:
a-helix and b-sheet, each containing 13 and 19 H-bonds, respec-
tively. This amounts to 6 morphing parameters (Ra,qa,Rb,qb,Rloop

and qloop) for ubiquitin and 4 morphing parameters (Ra,qa,Rb

and qb) for protein G. These parameters are determined via fitting
the computed h3JNC0 couplings to experimental data by the
CHARMM-INoLLS interface and are listed in Table 1.

The correlation between calculated and experimental scalar
couplings has been improved for both H-bonds in a-helix and b-
sheet in both proteins (see Table 2 and Fig. 2) compared to previ-
ous work which treated all H-bonds equally [8]. The difference of
H-bonds in different secondary structural elements is mainly in
the difference of morphing parameter q. But the improvement is
minor, and for H-bonds in the loop region in ubiquitin no improve-
ment is found. The RMSDs decrease from 0.118 to 0.115 Hz for
ubiquitin and from 0.128 to 0.125 Hz for protein G. As a compari-
son, other H-bond partition schemes with the same number of H-
bond groups yields RMSDs of 0.055 Hz for ubiquitin and 0.070 Hz
for protein G (see below). Also, the parameter {Ra,qa} and {Rb,qb}
optimized with scalar couplings in ubiquitin differ from those in
protein G, suggesting that one set of parameters for H-bonds in dif-
ferent secondary-structure of proteins might not be sufficient.
3.2. Number of groupings and overall RMSD

Because a straightforward grouping by secondary structural ele-
ments did not provide satisfactory improvement of the RMSD, a
more systematic approach was pursued. Taking ubiquitin for
example, all H-bonds are treated equally at the beginning [8]. In
such a partitioning, all H-bonds are considered as one group and
with the morphing parameters {2.92,0.14} a RMSD between
h3Jcalc

NC0 and h3Jexp
NC0 of 0.12 Hz is obtained. By comparing computed

h3JNC0 couplings with experimental values, the total 29 H-bonds
were assigned into three groups, with 13, 4 and 12 H-bonds,
respectively. The couplings were assigned to a particular group
by clustering them into those that over- or underestimate the
experimental h3J NC0 coupling by more than 0.01 Hz and those that
were within 0.01 Hz. In this way a new H-bond partitioning with 3
H-bond groups is generated by the ‘‘splitting’’ scheme (see Fig. 3).
Then the morphing parameters {R1,q1}, {R2,q2} and {R3,q3} for



Table 2
Comparison of RMSDs between experimental and computed h3JNC0 coupling from
MMPT/MD simulations with all H-bonds treated equally (equal) and with H-bonds in
different secondary structures treated separately (SS) in ubiquitin and protein G.
RMSDs calculated for all couplings as well as for couplings in particular secondary
structures (a-helix, b-sheet and loop region) are reported.

a-Helix b-Sheet Loop Total

Ubiquitin Equal 0.119 0.126 0.087 0.118
SS 0.117 0.121 0.088 0.115

Protein G Equal 0.165 0.112 0.128
SS 0.156 0.110 0.125 -1 -0.5 0

-1

-0.5

0

J ex
p(H

z)

1ubq-equal

-1 -0.5 0
-1

-0.5

0
1ubq-SS

-1 -0.5 0
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-1
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-0.5
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-1 -0.5 0
-1

-0.5

0
2qmt-SS

Fig. 2. Comparison of experimental and computed h3JNC0 coupling constants from
MMPT/MD simulations for ubiquitin with all H-bonds treated equally (1ubq-equal),
for ubiquitin with H-bonds in different secondary structures treated separately
(1ubq-SS), and for protein G with all H-bonds treated equally (2qmt-equal) and for
protein G with H-bonds in different secondary structures treated separately (2qmt-
SS). The red filled circles, green filled squares and blue empty circles correspond to
H-bonds in a-helix, b-sheets and loop regions, respectively. (For interpretation of
the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)
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these three groups are determined by fitting. The initial values of
these parameters in such a fitting process are {2.90,0.16},
{2.92,0.14} and {2.94,0.12}. The initial guess is based on the opti-
mized parameters from the last H-bond partitioning ({2.92,0.14})
and the experience that larger R and smaller q typically correspond
to smaller scalar couplings. A good initial guess for the parameters
can potentially reduce the number of fitting cycles required and
thus reduce the overall computational cost, but it is not mandatory
for the fitting process. After six fitting cycles, the RMSD has been
reduced by 40% and the fitting results are summarized in Table 3.
The optimized morphing parameters for this H-bond partition are
{2.868,0.181}, {2.922,0.14} and {2.975,0.099}, corresponding an
RMSD of 0.055 Hz.

Similarly, a new H-bond partitioning, i.e., another way of assign-
ing H-bonds into groups, can be generated by either ‘‘clustering’’ or
‘‘shuffling’’ from a given H-bond partition, as is described in the
method section (see Fig. 3). The procedure continues with a new
H-bond partitioning and for each of them optimized morphing
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Splitting Clustering Shuffling

Fig. 3. Illustration of the fitting procedure of the morphing parameters for ubiquitin. Four H-bond partitionings are shown. The ‘‘splitting’’, ‘‘clustering’’ and ‘‘shuffling’’
schemes to generate them are illustrated with blue dotted lines. For each H-bond partition, the H-bond groups, the optimized morphing parameters {R,q} and the lowest
RMSD we found are listed. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)



Table 3
Fitting cycles for ubiquitin with H-bonds separated into three groups with corresponding morphing parameters {R1,q1}, {R2,q2} and {R3,q3}. RMSD100 is calculated from 100 ps
simulations while RMSD500 is from 500 ps simulations (see text for details).

Cycle no. R1 (Å) q1 R2 (Å) q2 R3 (Å) q3 RMSD100 (Hz) RMSD500 (Hz)

Cycle 1 2.900 0.160 2.920 0.140 2.940 0.120 0.088 –
Cycle 2 2.900 0.165 2.922 0.140 2.955 0.115 0.074 0.071
Cycle 3 2.901 0.165 2.920 0.141 2.955 0.115 0.079 –
Cycle 4 2.866 0.181 2.925 0.141 2.976 0.100 0.062 –
Cycle 5 2.866 0.180 2.922 0.140 2.975 0.100 0.046 0.068
Cycle 6 2.868 0.181 2.922 0.140 2.975 0.099 0.055 0.052

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
groups

0

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

R
M

SD
 (H

z)

Fig. 4. Correlation between lowest RMSDs obtained from the fitting procedure and
the numbers of H-bond groups for ubiquitin (black) and protein G (red). (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)
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parameters and corresponding RMSDs are obtained from fitting
with the CHARMM-INoLLS interface. The relationship between
the lowest RMSDs we obtain during our fitting and the numbers
of groups which we partition the hydrogen bonds into in ubiquitin
is shown in Fig. 4 (see also Table S3 in the supporting information),
together with the results for protein G. It must be pointed out that
such a process can in principle go through an arbitrarily large num-
ber of cycles. Not all of them are explored here as the aim of the
procedure we established is to produce meaningful data sets to ad-
dress the questions we asked in the Introduction.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of experimental and computed h3JNC0 coupling constants from MMPT
described with different morphing parameters. For ubiquitin (panel a), the morphing
0.07 Hz. For protein G (panel b), the morphing parameters used are {2.905,0.167} and
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of th
One relevant question concerns the trajectory length from which
the RMSDs are computed. The 100 ps used so far may not be suffi-
cient to fully converge the expectation value of h3Jcalc

NC0 and for the cy-
cle described in Table 3 additional data from 500 ps trajectories was
accumulated. This was done for cycles No. 2, 5 and 6. In cycles 2 and 6
the RMSDs are reduced by 0.003 Hz after extending the simulation
time to 500 ps, while in cycle 5 the RMSD increases from 0.046 to
0.068 Hz. Given that the RMSDs appear quite well converged it
was decided to restrict the trajectories to 100 ps.

As illustrated in Fig. 4, applying different hydrogen bonding
potentials to different hydrogen bonds in proteins effectively en-
hances the correlation between measured and calculated scalar
couplings. Partitioning hydrogen bonds into two groups already
leads to very good correlation between computed and measured
h3JNC0 couplings. The correlation coefficients are r2 = 0.91 and
r2 = 0.93 for ubiquitin and protein G, respectively (see Fig. 5
and Table S1 in the SI). The RMSD obtained from partitioning
into two groups for both proteins is 0.07 Hz, which is a reduc-
tion of 40% compared to previous results [8]. The maximal abso-

lute error h3Jcalc
NC0 � h3Jexp

NC0

���
���

� �
and absolute relative error

h3Jcalc
NC0 � h3J exp

NC0

� �
=h3Jexp

NC0

���
���

� �
have been reduced from 0.28 Hz (H-

bond No. 21) and 104% (H-bond No. 10) to 0.14 Hz (H-bond
No. 15) and 65% (H-bond No. 15) in ubiquitin, and from
0.25 Hz (H-bond No. 3 and No. 4) and 194% (H-bond No. 3) to
0.12 Hz (H-bond No. 19) and 91% (H-bond No. 13) in protein
G. de Groot et al. also calculated the h3JNC0 couplings in ubiquitin
and protein G from submicrosecond MD simulations, and used
the results to assess the agreement between experiment and
simulations [14]. They report three scalar couplings across H-
bonds, namely H-bond No. 5 and No. 17 in ubiquitin and H-bond
No. 15 in protein G, to be outliers. For all six atomistic force
fields tested there (OPLS/AA, CHARMM22, GROMOS96–43a1,
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/MD simulations with two H-bonds groups (marked as red circles and blue squares)
parameters found are {2.871,0.182} and {2.979,0.100}, which leads to a RMSD of

{2.979,0.079}, which also leads to a RMSD of 0.07 Hz. (For interpretation of the
is article.)
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Fig. 6. The solvent accessible surface areas of hydrogen bonding motifs in ubiquitin
(a) and protein G (b). The two groups of H-bonds are marked with red and blue
circles. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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GROMOS96–53a6, AMBER99sb, and AMBER03), the absolute errors
h3Jcalc

NC0 � h3Jexp
NC0

���
���

� �
of all these three H-bonds are larger than 0.25 Hz

[14]. In our simulations with two H-bond groups, the errors are
0.03, 0.05 and 0.1 Hz, respectively, illustrating that these h3JNC0 cou-
plings can be reproduced by MD simulations with the MMPT force
field and its parametrization for a partitioning into two groups.

Going beyond two groups can further improve RMSD and corre-
lation as shown in Fig. 4. However, it should be pointed out that
sometimes increasing the number of groups does not affect the
RMSDs. For example in ubiquitin with 3 H-bond groups a RMSD
of 0.055 Hz is obtained whereas with 4 H-bond groups 0.056 Hz
is found. This suggests that the fitting cycles may not be fully con-
verged. Increasing the number of groups to seven yields a RMSD of
0.026 Hz in ubiquitin. This is much lower than the 0.12 Hz with
averaging MMPT treatment [8] or 0.06 Hz from biased simulations
[35]. However, it should be mentioned that partitioning into more
than two or three groups is only of interest in that they demon-
strate how closely one can reproduce experimental coupling con-
stants. In practice it will be much more important to have a
balance between the number of parameters (as small as possible)
and the ability to assign particular H-bonds to a specific group. This
point will be further addressed in the Discussion.
4. Discussion and conclusions

In this work we showed that very good agreement with exper-
imentally measured scalar couplings can be achieved with MMPT/
MD simulations by allowing different parametrizations for differ-
ent kinds of H-bonds in proteins. The RMSDs between computed
and experimental h3JNC0 couplings can be as low as 0.03 Hz, compa-
rable to the experimental errors which are usually about 0.005–
0.01 Hz [19,21]. We also show that partitioning H-bonds into two
groups gives a good correlation and is sufficient to reproduce
experimentally measured h3JNC0 couplings to within 0.07 Hz. Such
parametrizations can now be used to generate improved confor-
mational ensembles from extensive MD simulations as has been
previously done [6,8]. It is important to point out that the force
field refinement discussed in the present work includes both, the
nuclear dynamics (through conformational averaging) and the
influence of solvent (as all MD simulations are carried out with ex-
plicit solvent). An interesting point will be to determine the
robustness of such parametrizations in view of water models other
than TIP3P [36] which was used here, such as SPC/E [37] or TIP4P
[36]. A related study which investigates the role of polarization on
capturing scalar coupling constants has also found that typically,
H-bonds are not sufficiently polar in existing force fields [38].

An important next step after determining optimal force field
parameters for H-bonds is the question whether it is possible to as-
sign H-bonds in an arbitrary protein only from its structure. In
other words, a way to group H-bonds from structural data alone
was sought. One possibility is to use secondary structure. This
was already pursued above and it was found that this was not suf-
ficiently robust. We illustrate this further in the following by con-
sidering a few couplings in ubiquitin. Given the partitioning from
fitting h3JNC0 in ubiquitin (see Fig. 1(c)) it is observed that coupling
No. 16 at the end of the a-helix belongs to a different class than all
other couplings in the helix. Conversely, couplings 4 and 21 are
better described by a-helix parametrizations although they appear
in b-sheets. Assigning coupling 16 to the group of a-helix couplings
and couplings 4 and 21 to that for b-sheet and refitting the param-
eters leads to an RMSD of 0.11 Hz. This is an increase by 40% com-
pared to the original assignment which demonstrates that
secondary structure may not be the most robust criterion for clas-
sifying H-bond motifs. On the other hand it should be noted that
these three couplings appear at special locations along the protein
structure, e.g. at one end of the a-helix (coupling 16) or at the end
of a short b-sheet (coupling 21).

Another useful measure that is readily available from protein
structure is the solvent exposure of hydrogen bonds. For this we
consider the solvent accessible surface area (ASA) of H-bonded mo-
tifs in ubiquitin and protein G (see Fig. 6). ASAs of a particular
backbone H-bond motifs N–H � � � O = C were calculated by
CHARMM with a probe radius of 1.4 Å, [39] and averaged along
10 ns MD trajectories with the standard CHARMM force field.
10 ns is sufficient for converging the ensemble averaged ASAs, as
shown in Figure S1 in the SI. Again, H-bonds in the two different
groups are discriminated by red and blue marks. In ubiquitin, the
ASA appears to serve as a very good indicator. As shown in
Fig. 6(a), an ASA smaller or larger than 225 Å2 separates the H-
bonds into two groups and leads to an RMSD for scalar couplings
of 0.070 Hz. However, using the same criterion in protein G (see
Fig. 6(b)) only yields an RMSD of 0.122 Hz. Therefore, ASA is also
not a universally indicative criterion.

As was shown previously, [8] given a general strategy to assign
H-bonds to different groups, the present parametrizations provide
a robust and transferable means to characterize the conformational
ensemble accessible to a particular protein. Therefore, the present
work has reduced the problem of finding optimal force field
parameters for improved simulations to derive conformational
ensembles from, to finding a widely applicable indicator for a type
of H-bond which can be readily deduced from one or several pro-
tein structures. However, neither the occurrence of an H-bond in a
secondary structural element nor the ASA appear to be such a
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parameter. The central insight from the present work is the finding
that with only two groups of H-bonds excellent scalar coupling
constants can be obtained.

It should be emphasized that the current approach to improve
force fields by fitting to ensemble-averaged data from simulations
in explicit solvent is a computationally rather expensive procedure.
To reduce this, it may be useful to combine this with a recently
proposed scheme which retains the conformational ensemble
and only re-evaluates the observables from a new parametrization
[9]. This is of particular interest for the fitting cycles in which the
number of groups in a partitioning is maintained. Another aspect
is the combined fit of J-couplings from a library of proteins. It is
hoped that this will yield robust and transferable parametrizations
across classes of proteins.
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